The CineMassive Alpha Video Wall Controller is a robust multi-HD image processor for small to medium sized collaborative environments with 24/7/365 reliability. Capture and display video from any device or multiple devices simultaneously at any scale on the video wall canvas. Sources can be freely scaled to any size across displays or projectors in multiple video wall arrays simultaneously. The Alpha is compatible with CineMassive’s drag-and-drop collaborative visualization software, CineNet, which allows teams to securely create and share a robust common operating picture, achieve dynamic situational awareness, improve collaboration and accelerate response time. The CineMassive Alpha video wall processor has reliably delivered comprehensive visualization solutions for today’s dynamic collaborative environments.

**Alpha Class Video Wall Controller Highlights**

- Ultra-HD Output and Capture
- Advanced Scaling Algorithms
- Capable of Ultra-HD video
- Future-proof Expandability
- Multi-format Input
- PCI Express Architecture
- Crestron/AMX/Extron Compatible
- Compatible with CineNet, CineMassive’s Collaborative Visualization Software
- Compatible with CineMassive Touch Control
- iPad Compatible
- Compatible with 3rd Party Displays
- True PCI Express-based architecture provides more video I/O bandwidth than any other video wall controller in its class
- 24/7/365 Operation-Ready
- Redundant swappable fans, power supplies and drive options provide maximum uptime
- HDCP Compliant Inputs and Outputs

CINEMASSIVE IS TRUSTED BY:
Technical Specifications:

Outputs: 1 to 48
High Definition (HD) Inputs: 1 to 64
Standard Definition (SD) Inputs: 1 to 128
Output Format: Display Port, DVI, HDMI
Input Format: VGA/DVI/HDMI/Component/Composite/BNC/S-Video/HD-SDI/3G-SDI/SD-SDI
Max Total Output Resolution: 1920x1200 (Digital) 2048x1536 (Analog)
Max Input Resolution: HD DVI, VGA, Component and HDMI at 1920x1200 and 60FPS
Processor: Intel Core i7
Memory: 4GB to 32GB
Network: Dual Gigabit Ethernet, up to 8 optional
Hard Drive: 320GB Redundant SATA
Optical: Blu-Ray/DVD/CD
Max HD Input Resolution: 2560x1600
Power Supply: 600w, Redundant, Hot-Swappable
OS: Windows 7 Professional, Ultimate
Control: RS-232, IP, CineNet
Chassis: 4U to 20U
Part No.: CMD-VWS-ALPHA
HDCP Compliant Inputs and Outputs